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Xen’s Goals

• Isolation

‣ Access Control

‣ Performance

• Heterogeneity

‣ Support a variety of Guest OSs

• Low Performance Overhead
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Terms

• Guest OS: an operating system that Xen can host

• Domain: a running virtual machine within a guest OS 
executes

• Hypervisor: Xen, or the VMM. (operates at a higher 
privilege level than the supervisor of Guest OSs)
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A Review

• Types of Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs)
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Xen Architecture
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Figure 1: The structure of a machine running the Xen hyper-
visor, hosting a number of different guest operating systems,
including Domain0 running control software in a XenoLinux
environment.

this process was automated with scripts. In contrast, Linux needed
far fewer modifications to its generic memory system as it uses pre-
processor macros to access PTEs — the macro definitions provide
a convenient place to add the translation and hypervisor calls re-
quired by paravirtualization.

In both OSes, the architecture-specific sections are effectively
a port of the x86 code to our paravirtualized architecture. This
involved rewriting routines which used privileged instructions, and
removing a large amount of low-level system initialization code.
Again, more changes were required in Windows XP, mainly due
to the presence of legacy 16-bit emulation code and the need for
a somewhat different boot-loading mechanism. Note that the x86-
specific code base in XP is substantially larger than in Linux and
hence a larger porting effort should be expected.

2.3 Control and Management
Throughout the design and implementation of Xen, a goal has

been to separate policy from mechanism wherever possible. Al-
though the hypervisor must be involved in data-path aspects (for
example, scheduling the CPU between domains, filtering network
packets before transmission, or enforcing access control when read-
ing data blocks), there is no need for it to be involved in, or even
aware of, higher level issues such as how the CPU is to be shared,
or which kinds of packet each domain may transmit.

The resulting architecture is one in which the hypervisor itself
provides only basic control operations. These are exported through
an interface accessible from authorized domains; potentially com-
plex policy decisions, such as admission control, are best performed
by management software running over a guest OS rather than in
privileged hypervisor code.

The overall system structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
a domain is created at boot time which is permitted to use the con-
trol interface. This initial domain, termed Domain0, is responsible
for hosting the application-level management software. The con-
trol interface provides the ability to create and terminate other do-
mains and to control their associated scheduling parameters, phys-
ical memory allocations and the access they are given to the ma-
chine’s physical disks and network devices.

In addition to processor and memory resources, the control inter-
face supports the creation and deletion of virtual network interfaces
(VIFs) and block devices (VBDs). These virtual I/O devices have
associated access-control information which determines which do-
mains can access them, and with what restrictions (for example, a

read-only VBD may be created, or a VIF may filter IP packets to
prevent source-address spoofing).

This control interface, together with profiling statistics on the
current state of the system, is exported to a suite of application-
level management software running in Domain0. This complement
of administrative tools allows convenient management of the entire
server: current tools can create and destroy domains, set network
filters and routing rules, monitor per-domain network activity at
packet and flow granularity, and create and delete virtual network
interfaces and virtual block devices. We anticipate the development
of higher-level tools to further automate the application of admin-
istrative policy.

3. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of the major subsystems

that make up a Xen-based server. In each case we present both
Xen and guest OS functionality for clarity of exposition. The cur-
rent discussion of guest OSes focuses on XenoLinux as this is the
most mature; nonetheless our ongoing porting of Windows XP and
NetBSD gives us confidence that Xen is guest OS agnostic.

3.1 Control Transfer: Hypercalls and Events
Two mechanisms exist for control interactions between Xen and

an overlying domain: synchronous calls from a domain to Xen may
be made using a hypercall, while notifications are delivered to do-
mains from Xen using an asynchronous event mechanism.

The hypercall interface allows domains to perform a synchronous
software trap into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation,
analogous to the use of system calls in conventional operating sys-
tems. An example use of a hypercall is to request a set of page-
table updates, in which Xen validates and applies a list of updates,
returning control to the calling domain when this is completed.

Communication from Xen to a domain is provided through an
asynchronous event mechanism, which replaces the usual delivery
mechanisms for device interrupts and allows lightweight notifica-
tion of important events such as domain-termination requests. Akin
to traditional Unix signals, there are only a small number of events,
each acting to flag a particular type of occurrence. For instance,
events are used to indicate that new data has been received over the
network, or that a virtual disk request has completed.

Pending events are stored in a per-domain bitmask which is up-
dated by Xen before invoking an event-callback handler specified
by the guest OS. The callback handler is responsible for resetting
the set of pending events, and responding to the notifications in an
appropriate manner. A domain may explicitly defer event handling
by setting a Xen-readable software flag: this is analogous to dis-
abling interrupts on a real processor.

3.2 Data Transfer: I/O Rings
The presence of a hypervisor means there is an additional pro-

tection domain between guest OSes and I/O devices, so it is crucial
that a data transfer mechanism be provided that allows data to move
vertically through the system with as little overhead as possible.

Two main factors have shaped the design of our I/O-transfer
mechanism: resource management and event notification. For re-
source accountability, we attempt to minimize the work required to
demultiplex data to a specific domain when an interrupt is received
from a device — the overhead of managing buffers is carried out
later where computation may be accounted to the appropriate do-
main. Similarly, memory committed to device I/O is provided by
the relevant domains wherever possible to prevent the crosstalk in-
herent in shared buffer pools; I/O buffers are protected during data
transfer by pinning the underlying page frames within Xen.
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Figure 1: The structure of a machine running the Xen hyper-
visor, hosting a number of different guest operating systems,
including Domain0 running control software in a XenoLinux
environment.

this process was automated with scripts. In contrast, Linux needed
far fewer modifications to its generic memory system as it uses pre-
processor macros to access PTEs — the macro definitions provide
a convenient place to add the translation and hypervisor calls re-
quired by paravirtualization.

In both OSes, the architecture-specific sections are effectively
a port of the x86 code to our paravirtualized architecture. This
involved rewriting routines which used privileged instructions, and
removing a large amount of low-level system initialization code.
Again, more changes were required in Windows XP, mainly due
to the presence of legacy 16-bit emulation code and the need for
a somewhat different boot-loading mechanism. Note that the x86-
specific code base in XP is substantially larger than in Linux and
hence a larger porting effort should be expected.

2.3 Control and Management
Throughout the design and implementation of Xen, a goal has

been to separate policy from mechanism wherever possible. Al-
though the hypervisor must be involved in data-path aspects (for
example, scheduling the CPU between domains, filtering network
packets before transmission, or enforcing access control when read-
ing data blocks), there is no need for it to be involved in, or even
aware of, higher level issues such as how the CPU is to be shared,
or which kinds of packet each domain may transmit.

The resulting architecture is one in which the hypervisor itself
provides only basic control operations. These are exported through
an interface accessible from authorized domains; potentially com-
plex policy decisions, such as admission control, are best performed
by management software running over a guest OS rather than in
privileged hypervisor code.

The overall system structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
a domain is created at boot time which is permitted to use the con-
trol interface. This initial domain, termed Domain0, is responsible
for hosting the application-level management software. The con-
trol interface provides the ability to create and terminate other do-
mains and to control their associated scheduling parameters, phys-
ical memory allocations and the access they are given to the ma-
chine’s physical disks and network devices.

In addition to processor and memory resources, the control inter-
face supports the creation and deletion of virtual network interfaces
(VIFs) and block devices (VBDs). These virtual I/O devices have
associated access-control information which determines which do-
mains can access them, and with what restrictions (for example, a

read-only VBD may be created, or a VIF may filter IP packets to
prevent source-address spoofing).

This control interface, together with profiling statistics on the
current state of the system, is exported to a suite of application-
level management software running in Domain0. This complement
of administrative tools allows convenient management of the entire
server: current tools can create and destroy domains, set network
filters and routing rules, monitor per-domain network activity at
packet and flow granularity, and create and delete virtual network
interfaces and virtual block devices. We anticipate the development
of higher-level tools to further automate the application of admin-
istrative policy.

3. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of the major subsystems

that make up a Xen-based server. In each case we present both
Xen and guest OS functionality for clarity of exposition. The cur-
rent discussion of guest OSes focuses on XenoLinux as this is the
most mature; nonetheless our ongoing porting of Windows XP and
NetBSD gives us confidence that Xen is guest OS agnostic.

3.1 Control Transfer: Hypercalls and Events
Two mechanisms exist for control interactions between Xen and

an overlying domain: synchronous calls from a domain to Xen may
be made using a hypercall, while notifications are delivered to do-
mains from Xen using an asynchronous event mechanism.

The hypercall interface allows domains to perform a synchronous
software trap into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation,
analogous to the use of system calls in conventional operating sys-
tems. An example use of a hypercall is to request a set of page-
table updates, in which Xen validates and applies a list of updates,
returning control to the calling domain when this is completed.

Communication from Xen to a domain is provided through an
asynchronous event mechanism, which replaces the usual delivery
mechanisms for device interrupts and allows lightweight notifica-
tion of important events such as domain-termination requests. Akin
to traditional Unix signals, there are only a small number of events,
each acting to flag a particular type of occurrence. For instance,
events are used to indicate that new data has been received over the
network, or that a virtual disk request has completed.

Pending events are stored in a per-domain bitmask which is up-
dated by Xen before invoking an event-callback handler specified
by the guest OS. The callback handler is responsible for resetting
the set of pending events, and responding to the notifications in an
appropriate manner. A domain may explicitly defer event handling
by setting a Xen-readable software flag: this is analogous to dis-
abling interrupts on a real processor.

3.2 Data Transfer: I/O Rings
The presence of a hypervisor means there is an additional pro-

tection domain between guest OSes and I/O devices, so it is crucial
that a data transfer mechanism be provided that allows data to move
vertically through the system with as little overhead as possible.

Two main factors have shaped the design of our I/O-transfer
mechanism: resource management and event notification. For re-
source accountability, we attempt to minimize the work required to
demultiplex data to a specific domain when an interrupt is received
from a device — the overhead of managing buffers is carried out
later where computation may be accounted to the appropriate do-
main. Similarly, memory committed to device I/O is provided by
the relevant domains wherever possible to prevent the crosstalk in-
herent in shared buffer pools; I/O buffers are protected during data
transfer by pinning the underlying page frames within Xen.
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Xen Hypervisor

• Hypervisor provides only basic control operations

‣ CPU scheduling between domains

‣ filtering network packets before transmission

‣ access control for block reads

• No need to look deeper

‣ e.g. CPU sharing, type of transmitted data

‣ Potentially complex policy decisions are best performed 
by management software in a guest OS
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Figure 1: The structure of a machine running the Xen hyper-
visor, hosting a number of different guest operating systems,
including Domain0 running control software in a XenoLinux
environment.

this process was automated with scripts. In contrast, Linux needed
far fewer modifications to its generic memory system as it uses pre-
processor macros to access PTEs — the macro definitions provide
a convenient place to add the translation and hypervisor calls re-
quired by paravirtualization.

In both OSes, the architecture-specific sections are effectively
a port of the x86 code to our paravirtualized architecture. This
involved rewriting routines which used privileged instructions, and
removing a large amount of low-level system initialization code.
Again, more changes were required in Windows XP, mainly due
to the presence of legacy 16-bit emulation code and the need for
a somewhat different boot-loading mechanism. Note that the x86-
specific code base in XP is substantially larger than in Linux and
hence a larger porting effort should be expected.

2.3 Control and Management
Throughout the design and implementation of Xen, a goal has

been to separate policy from mechanism wherever possible. Al-
though the hypervisor must be involved in data-path aspects (for
example, scheduling the CPU between domains, filtering network
packets before transmission, or enforcing access control when read-
ing data blocks), there is no need for it to be involved in, or even
aware of, higher level issues such as how the CPU is to be shared,
or which kinds of packet each domain may transmit.

The resulting architecture is one in which the hypervisor itself
provides only basic control operations. These are exported through
an interface accessible from authorized domains; potentially com-
plex policy decisions, such as admission control, are best performed
by management software running over a guest OS rather than in
privileged hypervisor code.

The overall system structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
a domain is created at boot time which is permitted to use the con-
trol interface. This initial domain, termed Domain0, is responsible
for hosting the application-level management software. The con-
trol interface provides the ability to create and terminate other do-
mains and to control their associated scheduling parameters, phys-
ical memory allocations and the access they are given to the ma-
chine’s physical disks and network devices.

In addition to processor and memory resources, the control inter-
face supports the creation and deletion of virtual network interfaces
(VIFs) and block devices (VBDs). These virtual I/O devices have
associated access-control information which determines which do-
mains can access them, and with what restrictions (for example, a

read-only VBD may be created, or a VIF may filter IP packets to
prevent source-address spoofing).

This control interface, together with profiling statistics on the
current state of the system, is exported to a suite of application-
level management software running in Domain0. This complement
of administrative tools allows convenient management of the entire
server: current tools can create and destroy domains, set network
filters and routing rules, monitor per-domain network activity at
packet and flow granularity, and create and delete virtual network
interfaces and virtual block devices. We anticipate the development
of higher-level tools to further automate the application of admin-
istrative policy.

3. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of the major subsystems

that make up a Xen-based server. In each case we present both
Xen and guest OS functionality for clarity of exposition. The cur-
rent discussion of guest OSes focuses on XenoLinux as this is the
most mature; nonetheless our ongoing porting of Windows XP and
NetBSD gives us confidence that Xen is guest OS agnostic.

3.1 Control Transfer: Hypercalls and Events
Two mechanisms exist for control interactions between Xen and

an overlying domain: synchronous calls from a domain to Xen may
be made using a hypercall, while notifications are delivered to do-
mains from Xen using an asynchronous event mechanism.

The hypercall interface allows domains to perform a synchronous
software trap into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation,
analogous to the use of system calls in conventional operating sys-
tems. An example use of a hypercall is to request a set of page-
table updates, in which Xen validates and applies a list of updates,
returning control to the calling domain when this is completed.

Communication from Xen to a domain is provided through an
asynchronous event mechanism, which replaces the usual delivery
mechanisms for device interrupts and allows lightweight notifica-
tion of important events such as domain-termination requests. Akin
to traditional Unix signals, there are only a small number of events,
each acting to flag a particular type of occurrence. For instance,
events are used to indicate that new data has been received over the
network, or that a virtual disk request has completed.

Pending events are stored in a per-domain bitmask which is up-
dated by Xen before invoking an event-callback handler specified
by the guest OS. The callback handler is responsible for resetting
the set of pending events, and responding to the notifications in an
appropriate manner. A domain may explicitly defer event handling
by setting a Xen-readable software flag: this is analogous to dis-
abling interrupts on a real processor.

3.2 Data Transfer: I/O Rings
The presence of a hypervisor means there is an additional pro-

tection domain between guest OSes and I/O devices, so it is crucial
that a data transfer mechanism be provided that allows data to move
vertically through the system with as little overhead as possible.

Two main factors have shaped the design of our I/O-transfer
mechanism: resource management and event notification. For re-
source accountability, we attempt to minimize the work required to
demultiplex data to a specific domain when an interrupt is received
from a device — the overhead of managing buffers is carried out
later where computation may be accounted to the appropriate do-
main. Similarly, memory committed to device I/O is provided by
the relevant domains wherever possible to prevent the crosstalk in-
herent in shared buffer pools; I/O buffers are protected during data
transfer by pinning the underlying page frames within Xen.
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Domain0 (Dom0)

• The domain created at boot time is permitted to 
use the control interface

‣ Full access to the physical machine

• Responsible for hosting application level 
management software

‣ create and terminate other domains

‣ delegate access to machine resources (mem, disks, NICs)
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Domain Management
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Figure 1: The structure of a machine running the Xen hyper-
visor, hosting a number of different guest operating systems,
including Domain0 running control software in a XenoLinux
environment.

this process was automated with scripts. In contrast, Linux needed
far fewer modifications to its generic memory system as it uses pre-
processor macros to access PTEs — the macro definitions provide
a convenient place to add the translation and hypervisor calls re-
quired by paravirtualization.

In both OSes, the architecture-specific sections are effectively
a port of the x86 code to our paravirtualized architecture. This
involved rewriting routines which used privileged instructions, and
removing a large amount of low-level system initialization code.
Again, more changes were required in Windows XP, mainly due
to the presence of legacy 16-bit emulation code and the need for
a somewhat different boot-loading mechanism. Note that the x86-
specific code base in XP is substantially larger than in Linux and
hence a larger porting effort should be expected.

2.3 Control and Management
Throughout the design and implementation of Xen, a goal has

been to separate policy from mechanism wherever possible. Al-
though the hypervisor must be involved in data-path aspects (for
example, scheduling the CPU between domains, filtering network
packets before transmission, or enforcing access control when read-
ing data blocks), there is no need for it to be involved in, or even
aware of, higher level issues such as how the CPU is to be shared,
or which kinds of packet each domain may transmit.

The resulting architecture is one in which the hypervisor itself
provides only basic control operations. These are exported through
an interface accessible from authorized domains; potentially com-
plex policy decisions, such as admission control, are best performed
by management software running over a guest OS rather than in
privileged hypervisor code.

The overall system structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
a domain is created at boot time which is permitted to use the con-
trol interface. This initial domain, termed Domain0, is responsible
for hosting the application-level management software. The con-
trol interface provides the ability to create and terminate other do-
mains and to control their associated scheduling parameters, phys-
ical memory allocations and the access they are given to the ma-
chine’s physical disks and network devices.

In addition to processor and memory resources, the control inter-
face supports the creation and deletion of virtual network interfaces
(VIFs) and block devices (VBDs). These virtual I/O devices have
associated access-control information which determines which do-
mains can access them, and with what restrictions (for example, a

read-only VBD may be created, or a VIF may filter IP packets to
prevent source-address spoofing).

This control interface, together with profiling statistics on the
current state of the system, is exported to a suite of application-
level management software running in Domain0. This complement
of administrative tools allows convenient management of the entire
server: current tools can create and destroy domains, set network
filters and routing rules, monitor per-domain network activity at
packet and flow granularity, and create and delete virtual network
interfaces and virtual block devices. We anticipate the development
of higher-level tools to further automate the application of admin-
istrative policy.

3. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of the major subsystems

that make up a Xen-based server. In each case we present both
Xen and guest OS functionality for clarity of exposition. The cur-
rent discussion of guest OSes focuses on XenoLinux as this is the
most mature; nonetheless our ongoing porting of Windows XP and
NetBSD gives us confidence that Xen is guest OS agnostic.

3.1 Control Transfer: Hypercalls and Events
Two mechanisms exist for control interactions between Xen and

an overlying domain: synchronous calls from a domain to Xen may
be made using a hypercall, while notifications are delivered to do-
mains from Xen using an asynchronous event mechanism.

The hypercall interface allows domains to perform a synchronous
software trap into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation,
analogous to the use of system calls in conventional operating sys-
tems. An example use of a hypercall is to request a set of page-
table updates, in which Xen validates and applies a list of updates,
returning control to the calling domain when this is completed.

Communication from Xen to a domain is provided through an
asynchronous event mechanism, which replaces the usual delivery
mechanisms for device interrupts and allows lightweight notifica-
tion of important events such as domain-termination requests. Akin
to traditional Unix signals, there are only a small number of events,
each acting to flag a particular type of occurrence. For instance,
events are used to indicate that new data has been received over the
network, or that a virtual disk request has completed.

Pending events are stored in a per-domain bitmask which is up-
dated by Xen before invoking an event-callback handler specified
by the guest OS. The callback handler is responsible for resetting
the set of pending events, and responding to the notifications in an
appropriate manner. A domain may explicitly defer event handling
by setting a Xen-readable software flag: this is analogous to dis-
abling interrupts on a real processor.

3.2 Data Transfer: I/O Rings
The presence of a hypervisor means there is an additional pro-

tection domain between guest OSes and I/O devices, so it is crucial
that a data transfer mechanism be provided that allows data to move
vertically through the system with as little overhead as possible.

Two main factors have shaped the design of our I/O-transfer
mechanism: resource management and event notification. For re-
source accountability, we attempt to minimize the work required to
demultiplex data to a specific domain when an interrupt is received
from a device — the overhead of managing buffers is carried out
later where computation may be accounted to the appropriate do-
main. Similarly, memory committed to device I/O is provided by
the relevant domains wherever possible to prevent the crosstalk in-
herent in shared buffer pools; I/O buffers are protected during data
transfer by pinning the underlying page frames within Xen.
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User Domains (DomU)

• Use abstracted interfaces managed by Dom0

‣ Virtual network InterFaces (VIF)

• Dom0 can prevent source address spoofing

‣ Virtual Block Devices (VBD)

• Additional reordering and scheduling in Xen

• Receive a static amount of memory

‣ Strong Isolation

‣ Can be increased with the Balloon Driver
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Device View
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A Review

• Challenges of Virtualization

‣ Processor Support

• All sensitive instructions must be privileged (i.e. must trap)

• Not the case for x86

‣ Problem Areas

• Syscalls, Page Faults

• Work-arounds

‣ Full Virtualization (VMWare)

‣ Signal Handers (User-Mode Linux)
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Paravirtualization

• Drawbacks of Full Virtualization

‣ Efficiency

‣ Need for real and virtual time (e.g. TCP timeouts)

• Solution: Paravirtualization

‣ Present a virtual machine abstraction that is similar but 
not identical to the underlying hardware

‣ Requires modification of the guest OS

• does not require changes to the ABI (guest applications)

‣ Xen does this differently than the Denali project

15
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Control Transfer

• Domain to Xen

‣ Hypercall

• synchronous call from a domain to Xen

• Xen to Domain

‣ Asynchronous Event Mechanism

• Replaces device interrupts

‣ e.g., received data

• Similar to traditional UNIX signals (must register callback)

16
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Data Transfer

• I/O Descriptor Rings

‣ For transferring data between a Domain and Xen

• Indirectly reference Guest OS managed I/O buffers

‣ Four pointers {(Producer, Consumer) X (Xen, Domain)}

• Domains produce requests

• Xen consumes requests

• Xen produces responses

• Domains consume responses

17
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Figure 2: The structure of asynchronous I/O rings, which are
used for data transfer between Xen and guest OSes.

Figure 2 shows the structure of our I/O descriptor rings. A ring
is a circular queue of descriptors allocated by a domain but accessi-
ble from within Xen. Descriptors do not directly contain I/O data;
instead, I/O data buffers are allocated out-of-band by the guest OS
and indirectly referenced by I/O descriptors. Access to each ring
is based around two pairs of producer-consumer pointers: domains
place requests on a ring, advancing a request producer pointer, and
Xen removes these requests for handling, advancing an associated
request consumer pointer. Responses are placed back on the ring
similarly, save with Xen as the producer and the guest OS as the
consumer. There is no requirement that requests be processed in
order: the guest OS associates a unique identifier with each request
which is reproduced in the associated response. This allows Xen to
unambiguously reorder I/O operations due to scheduling or priority
considerations.

This structure is sufficiently generic to support a number of dif-
ferent device paradigms. For example, a set of ‘requests’ can pro-
vide buffers for network packet reception; subsequent ‘responses’
then signal the arrival of packets into these buffers. Reordering
is useful when dealing with disk requests as it allows them to be
scheduled within Xen for efficiency, and the use of descriptors with
out-of-band buffers makes implementing zero-copy transfer easy.

We decouple the production of requests or responses from the
notification of the other party: in the case of requests, a domain
may enqueue multiple entries before invoking a hypercall to alert
Xen; in the case of responses, a domain can defer delivery of a
notification event by specifying a threshold number of responses.
This allows each domain to trade-off latency and throughput re-
quirements, similarly to the flow-aware interrupt dispatch in the
ArseNIC Gigabit Ethernet interface [34].

3.3 Subsystem Virtualization
The control and data transfer mechanisms described are used in

our virtualization of the various subsystems. In the following, we
discuss how this virtualization is achieved for CPU, timers, mem-
ory, network and disk.

3.3.1 CPU scheduling
Xen currently schedules domains according to the Borrowed Vir-

tual Time (BVT) scheduling algorithm [11]. We chose this par-
ticular algorithms since it is both work-conserving and has a spe-
cial mechanism for low-latency wake-up (or dispatch) of a domain
when it receives an event. Fast dispatch is particularly important
to minimize the effect of virtualization on OS subsystems that are
designed to run in a timely fashion; for example, TCP relies on

the timely delivery of acknowledgments to correctly estimate net-
work round-trip times. BVT provides low-latency dispatch by us-
ing virtual-time warping, a mechanism which temporarily violates
‘ideal’ fair sharing to favor recently-woken domains. However,
other scheduling algorithms could be trivially implemented over
our generic scheduler abstraction. Per-domain scheduling parame-
ters can be adjusted by management software running in Domain0.

3.3.2 Time and timers
Xen provides guest OSes with notions of real time, virtual time

and wall-clock time. Real time is expressed in nanoseconds passed
since machine boot and is maintained to the accuracy of the proces-
sor’s cycle counter and can be frequency-locked to an external time
source (for example, via NTP). A domain’s virtual time only ad-
vances while it is executing: this is typically used by the guest OS
scheduler to ensure correct sharing of its timeslice between appli-
cation processes. Finally, wall-clock time is specified as an offset
to be added to the current real time. This allows the wall-clock time
to be adjusted without affecting the forward progress of real time.

Each guest OS can program a pair of alarm timers, one for real
time and the other for virtual time. Guest OSes are expected to
maintain internal timer queues and use the Xen-provided alarm
timers to trigger the earliest timeout. Timeouts are delivered us-
ing Xen’s event mechanism.

3.3.3 Virtual address translation
As with other subsystems, Xen attempts to virtualize memory

access with as little overhead as possible. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, this goal is made somewhat more difficult by the x86
architecture’s use of hardware page tables. The approach taken by
VMware is to provide each guest OS with a virtual page table, not
visible to the memory-management unit (MMU) [10]. The hyper-
visor is then responsible for trapping accesses to the virtual page
table, validating updates, and propagating changes back and forth
between it and the MMU-visible ‘shadow’ page table. This greatly
increases the cost of certain guest OS operations, such as creat-
ing new virtual address spaces, and requires explicit propagation of
hardware updates to ‘accessed’ and ‘dirty’ bits.

Although full virtualization forces the use of shadow page tables,
to give the illusion of contiguous physical memory, Xen is not so
constrained. Indeed, Xen need only be involved in page table up-
dates, to prevent guest OSes from making unacceptable changes.
Thus we avoid the overhead and additional complexity associated
with the use of shadow page tables — the approach in Xen is to
register guest OS page tables directly with the MMU, and restrict
guest OSes to read-only access. Page table updates are passed to
Xen via a hypercall; to ensure safety, requests are validated before
being applied.

To aid validation, we associate a type and reference count with
each machine page frame. A frame may have any one of the fol-
lowing mutually-exclusive types at any point in time: page direc-
tory (PD), page table (PT), local descriptor table (LDT), global de-
scriptor table (GDT), or writable (RW). Note that a guest OS may
always create readable mappings to its own page frames, regardless
of their current types. A frame may only safely be retasked when
its reference count is zero. This mechanism is used to maintain the
invariants required for safety; for example, a domain cannot have a
writable mapping to any part of a page table as this would require
the frame concerned to simultaneously be of types PT and RW.

The type system is also used to track which frames have already
been validated for use in page tables. To this end, guest OSes indi-
cate when a frame is allocated for page-table use — this requires a
one-off validation of every entry in the frame by Xen, after which
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Virtual Address Translation

• Hardware page tables cause problems

‣ No ASID tags on TLB = flush on address space switch

• VMWare: “shadow” page tables (hurts performance)

• Paravirtualization allows Xen to avoid this

‣ Xen registers Guest OS page tables directly with MMU

• Restricts Guest OSes to read-only access

• Guest OS manages page tables (hypercalls)

• Xen need only be involved in page table updates

• Xen in top 64MB
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Figure 3: Relative performance of native Linux (L), XenoLinux (X), VMware workstation 3.2 (V) and User-Mode Linux (U).

memory management. In the case of the VMMs, this ‘system time’
is expanded to a greater or lesser degree: whereas Xen incurs a
mere 3% overhead, the other VMMs experience a more significant
slowdown.

Two experiments were performed using the PostgreSQL 7.1.3
database, exercised by the Open Source Database Benchmark suite
(OSDB) in its default configuration. We present results for the
multi-user Information Retrieval (IR) and On-Line Transaction Pro-
cessing (OLTP) workloads, both measured in tuples per second. A
small modification to the suite’s test harness was required to pro-
duce correct results, due to a UML bug which loses virtual-timer
interrupts under high load. The benchmark drives the database
via PostgreSQL’s native API (callable SQL) over a Unix domain
socket. PostgreSQL places considerable load on the operating sys-
tem, and this is reflected in the substantial virtualization overheads
experienced by VMware and UML. In particular, the OLTP bench-
mark requires many synchronous disk operations, resulting in many
protection domain transitions.

The dbench program is a file system benchmark derived from
the industry-standard ‘NetBench’. It emulates the load placed on a
file server by Windows 95 clients. Here, we examine the through-
put experienced by a single client performing around 90,000 file
system operations.

SPEC WEB99 is a complex application-level benchmark for eval-
uating web servers and the systems that host them. The workload is
a complex mix of page requests: 30% require dynamic content gen-
eration, 16% are HTTP POST operations and 0.5% execute a CGI
script. As the server runs it generates access and POST logs, so
the disk workload is not solely read-only. Measurements therefore
reflect general OS performance, including file system and network,
in addition to the web server itself.

A number of client machines are used to generate load for the
server under test, with each machine simulating a collection of
users concurrently accessing the web site. The benchmark is run
repeatedly with different numbers of simulated users to determine
the maximum number that can be supported. SPEC WEB99 defines
a minimum Quality of Service that simulated users must receive in
order to be ‘conformant’ and hence count toward the score: users

must receive an aggregate bandwidth in excess of 320Kb/s over a
series of requests. A warm-up phase is allowed in which the num-
ber of simultaneous clients is slowly increased, allowing servers to
preload their buffer caches.

For our experimental setup we used the Apache HTTP server
version 1.3.27, installing the modspecweb99 plug-in to perform
most but not all of the dynamic content generation — SPEC rules
require 0.5% of requests to use full CGI, forking a separate pro-
cess. Better absolute performance numbers can be achieved with
the assistance of “TUX”, the Linux in-kernel static content web
server, but we chose not to use this as we felt it was less likely to be
representative of our real-world target applications. Furthermore,
although Xen’s performance improves when using TUX, VMware
suffers badly due to the increased proportion of time spent emulat-
ing ring 0 while executing the guest OS kernel.

SPEC WEB99 exercises the whole system. During the measure-
ment period there is up to 180Mb/s of TCP network traffic and
considerable disk read-write activity on a 2GB dataset. The bench-
mark is CPU-bound, and a significant proportion of the time is
spent within the guest OS kernel, performing network stack pro-
cessing, file system operations, and scheduling between the many
httpd processes that Apache needs to handle the offered load.
XenoLinux fares well, achieving within 1% of native Linux perfor-
mance. VMware and UML both struggle, supporting less than a
third of the number of clients of the native Linux system.

4.2 Operating System Benchmarks
To more precisely measure the areas of overhead within Xen and

the other VMMs, we performed a number of smaller experiments
targeting particular subsystems. We examined the overhead of vir-
tualization as measured by McVoy’s lmbench program [29]. We
used version 3.0-a3 as this addresses many of the issues regard-
ing the fidelity of the tool raised by Seltzer’s hbench [6]. The OS
performance subset of the lmbench suite consist of 37 microbench-
marks. In the native Linux case, we present figures for both unipro-
cessor (L-UP) and SMP (L-SMP) kernels as we were somewhat
surprised by the performance overhead incurred by the extra lock-
ing in the SMP system in many cases.
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Applications of VMMs

• Server Consolidation

• Co-Located Hosting Facilities

• Distributed Web Services

• Secure Computing Platforms

• Application Mobility
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Xen Since 1.0

• I/O changes

• Live Migration

• SMP for DomUs

• Support for Intel VT-x and AMD Pacifica

‣ No more paravirtualization!
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